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Using the latest LHCb measurements of time-dependent CP violation in the B0s → K+K− decay, a U-spin
relation between the decay amplitudes of B0s → K+K− and B0 → π+π− decay processes allows 
constraints to be placed on the angle γ of the unitarity triangle and on the B0s mixing phase −2βs . 
Results from an extended approach, which uses additional inputs on B0 → π0π0 and B+ → π+π0
decays from other experiments and exploits isospin symmetry, are also presented. The dependence of 
the results on the maximum allowed amount of U-spin breaking is studied. At 68% probability, the value 
γ = (63.5+7.2−6.7)◦ modulo 180◦ is determined. In an alternative analysis, the value −2βs = −0.12+0.14−0.16 rad
is found. In both measurements, the uncertainties due to U-spin breaking effects up to 50% are included.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
The understanding of ﬂavour dynamics is one of the most im-
portant aims of particle physics. Charge–parity (CP) violation and 
rare decay processes involving weak decays of B mesons provide 
tests of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) mechanism [1,
2] in the Standard Model (SM). The CKM matrix describes all 
ﬂavour changing transitions of quarks in the SM. These include 
tree-level decays, which are expected to be largely unaffected by 
non-SM contributions, and ﬂavour changing neutral current tran-
sitions characterized by the presence of loops in the relevant di-
agrams, which are sensitive to the presence of non-SM physics. 
Tests of the CKM matrix structure, commonly represented by the 
unitarity triangle (UT), are of fundamental importance.
Although signiﬁcant hadronic uncertainties usually complicate 
the experimental determination of the CKM matrix elements V ij , 
there are certain cases where the Vij can be derived with re-
duced or even negligible hadronic uncertainty. One of these cases 
involves the determination of the UT angle γ . The angle γ , de-
ﬁned as arg[−(VudV ∗ub)/(VcdV ∗cb)], can be measured using decays 
that involve tree diagrams only, with almost vanishing theoretical 
uncertainty [3]. However, γ is experimentally the least known of 
the UT angles. World averages of the measurements performed by 
BaBar, Belle and LHCb [4–7], provided by the UTﬁt Collaboration
and CKMﬁtter group, are γ = (70.1 ± 7.1)◦ and γ = (68.0+8.0−8.5)◦ , 
respectively1 [8,9].
1 The measurements of γ are given modulo 180◦ throughout this Letter.
An alternative strategy to determine γ using two-body charm-
less B decays, namely B0 → π+π− and B0s → K+K− , has also 
been proposed [10–12]. Knowledge of the B0 mixing phase 2β , 
where β = arg[−(VcdV ∗cb)/(VtdV ∗tb)], is needed as an input. Due to 
the presence of penguin diagrams in the decay amplitudes, in addi-
tion to tree diagrams, the interpretation of the observables requires 
knowledge of hadronic factors that cannot at present be calculated 
accurately from quantum chromodynamics (QCD). However, the 
hadronic parameters entering the B0 → π+π− and B0s → K+K−
decays are related by the U-spin symmetry of strong interactions. 
This symmetry, related to the exchange of d and s quarks in 
the decay diagrams, can be exploited to determine the unknown 
hadronic factors. A more sophisticated analysis has also been pro-
posed [13], where it is suggested to combine the U-spin analysis 
of B0 → π+π− and B0s → K+K− decays with the isospin anal-
ysis of B0 → π+π− , B0 → π0π0 and B+ → π+π0 decays [14], 
in order to achieve a more robust determination of γ with re-
spect to U-spin breaking effects. The B0s mixing phase −2βs , where 
βs = arg[−(VtsV ∗tb)/(VcsV ∗cb)], can also be determined with either 
analysis approach.
An analysis based on Bayesian statistics, aimed at determin-
ing probability density functions (PDFs) for γ and −2βs , is pre-
sented in this Letter. This uses the latest LHCb measurements of 
time-dependent CP violation in the B0s → K+K− decay, exploiting 
U-spin symmetry with the B0 → π+π− decay. An extended anal-
ysis, including measurements on B0 → π0π0 and B+ → π+π0
decays from other experiments, is also performed. The Letter is 
organized as follows. First, the theoretical formalism needed to de-
scribe CP violation is introduced in Section 2, including the SM 
parameterization of the decay amplitudes of the various decays. 
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The experimental status is given in Section 3. In Section 4 we 
present the determination of γ and −2βs using B0 → π+π− and 
B0s → K+K− decays, and in Section 5 we also add information 
from B0 → π0π0 and B+ → π+π0 decays. The dependence of the 
measurements of γ and −2βs on the amount of U-spin breaking 
is studied in detail in both cases. Finally, conclusions are drawn in 
Section 6.
2. Theoretical formalism
Assuming CPT invariance, the CP asymmetry as a function of 
decay time for a neutral B0 or B0s meson decaying to a self-
conjugate ﬁnal state f , with f = π+π− , π0π0 or K+K− , is given 
by
A(t) ≡
Γ
B
0
(s)→ f (t) − ΓB0(s)→ f (t)
Γ
B
0
(s)→ f (t) + ΓB0(s)→ f (t)
= −C f cos(md(s)t) + S f sin(md(s)t)
cosh(
Γd(s)
2 t) + AΓf sinh(Γd(s)2 t)
, (1)
where md(s) ≡ md(s),H − md(s), L and Γd(s) ≡ Γd(s), L − Γd(s),H
are the mass and width differences of the B0(s)–B
0
(s) system mass 
eigenstates. The subscripts H and L denote the heavy and light 
eigenstates. With this convention, the value of md(s) is positive 
by deﬁnition, and that of Γs is measured to be positive [15], 
Γs = 0.106 ± 0.011(stat) ± 0.007(syst) ps−1 [16]. The value of 
Γd is also positive in the SM and is expected to be much smaller 
than that of Γs , Γd  3 × 10−3 ps−1 [8]. The quantities C f , S f
and AΓf are
C f ≡ 1− |λ f |
2
1+ |λ f |2 ,
S f ≡ 2Imλ f1+ |λ f |2 and A
Γ
f ≡ −
2Reλ f
1+ |λ f |2 , (2)
where λ f is given by
λ f ≡ qp
A¯ f
A f
. (3)
The two mass eigenstates of the effective Hamiltonian in the 
B0(s)–B
0
(s) system are p|B0(s)〉 ± q|B0(s)〉, where p and q are complex 
parameters satisfying the relation |p|2 + |q|2 = 1. The parameter 
λ f is thus related to B0(s)–B
0
(s) mixing (via q/p) and to the decay 
amplitudes of the B0(s) → f decay (A f ) and of the B0(s) → f decay 
( A¯ f ). Assuming negligible CP violation in mixing (|q/p| = 1), as 
expected in the SM and supported by current experimental deter-
minations [17,18], the terms C f and S f parameterize CP violation 
in the decay and in the interference between mixing and decay, 
respectively. From the deﬁnitions given in Eq. (2), it follows that
(C f )
2 + (S f )2 +
(
AΓf
)2 = 1. (4)
It is then possible to express the magnitude (but not the sign) of 
AΓf as a function of C f and S f . There are therefore two indepen-
dent parameters, which can be chosen, for example, to be Reλ f
and Imλ f , or C f and S f . In the latter case, the sign of AΓf car-
ries additional information.
The CP-averaged branching fraction is given by
B f = 12 F
(
B0(s) → f
)(| A¯ f |2 + |A f |2), (5)
where
F
(
B0 → π+π−)=
√
m2
B0
− 4m2
π+
m2
B0
τB0 , (6)
F
(
B0 → π0π0)=
√
m2
B0
− 4m2
π0
m2
B0
τB0 , (7)
F
(
B0s → K+K−
)
=
√
m2
B0s
− 4m2K+
m2
B0s
[
2τB0s −
(
1− y2s
)
τ
(
B0s → K+K−
)]
, (8)
with τB0 ≡ 1/Γd , τB0s ≡ 1/Γs and ys ≡ Γs/(2Γs). The term mx is 
the mass of the meson x, Γd(s) ≡ (Γd(s), L+Γd(s),H)/2 is the average 
decay width of the B0(s) meson, and τ (B
0
s → K+K−) is the effec-
tive lifetime measured using B0s → K+K− decays. The extra term 
is Eq. (8) follows from the fact that the B0s − B0s meson system 
is characterized by a sizeable decay width difference. This leads 
to a difference between the measured (i.e. decay-time-integrated) 
branching fraction and the theoretical branching fraction, and a 
correction is applied using the corresponding effective lifetime 
measurement [19].
In the case of a B+ meson decaying to a ﬁnal state f , the CP
asymmetry is given by
A f =
| A¯ f¯ |2 − |A f |2
| A¯ f¯ |2 + |A f |2
, (9)
and the CP-averaged branching fraction is
B f = 12 F
(
B+ → f )(| A¯ f¯ |2 + |A f |2), (10)
where
F
(
B+ → π+π0)=
√
m2B+ − (mπ+ +mπ0)2
m2B+
τB+ , (11)
with τB+ the lifetime and mB+ the mass of the B
+ meson.
Adopting the parameterization from Ref. [10] and its extension 
from Ref. [13], assuming isospin symmetry and neglecting elec-
troweak penguin contributions, the following expressions for the 
various CP asymmetry terms and branching fractions are obtained 
in the framework of the SM
Cπ+π− = − 2d sin(ϑ) sin(γ )1− 2d cos(ϑ) cos(γ ) + d2 , (12)
Sπ+π− = − sin(2β + 2γ )− 2d cos(ϑ) sin(2β + γ ) + d
2 sin(2β)
1− 2d cos(ϑ) cos(γ ) + d2 ,
(13)
Cπ0π0 = −
2dq sin(ϑq − ϑ) sin(γ )
q2 + 2dq cos(ϑq − ϑ) cos(γ ) + d2 , (14)
Aπ+π0 = 0, (15)
CK+K− = 2d˜
′ sin(ϑ ′) sin(γ )
1+ 2d˜′ cos(ϑ ′) cos(γ ) + d˜′ 2 , (16)
SK+K− = −
(
sin(−2βs + 2γ ) + 2d˜′ cos(ϑ ′) sin(−2βs + γ )
1+ 2d˜′ cos(ϑ ′) cos(γ ) + d˜′ 2
+ d˜
′2 sin(−2βs)
1+ 2d˜′ cos(ϑ ′) cos(γ ) + d˜′ 2
)
, (17)
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Bπ+π− = F
(
B0 → π+π−)|D|2
× (1− 2d cos(ϑ) cos(γ ) + d2), (18)
Bπ0π0 = F
(
B0 → π0π0) |D|2
2
× (q2 + 2dq cos(ϑq − ϑ) cos(γ ) + d2), (19)
Bπ+π0 = F
(
B+ → π+π0) |D|2
2
(
1+ q2 + 2q cos(ϑq)
)
, (20)
BK+K− = F
(
B0s → K+K−
) λ2
(1− λ2/2)2 |D
′|2
× (1+ 2d˜′ cos(ϑ ′) cos(γ ) + d˜′ 2), (21)
where d˜′ ≡ d′(1 − λ2)/λ2 and λ ≡ |Vus|/
√|Vud|2 + |Vus|2. In addi-
tion, AΓK+K− can be expressed as
AΓK+K− = −
(
cos(−2βs + 2γ )+ 2d˜′ cos(ϑ ′) cos(−2βs + γ )
1+ 2d˜′ cos(ϑ ′) cos(γ ) + d˜′ 2
+ d˜
′ 2 cos(−2βs)
1+ 2d˜′ cos(ϑ ′) cos(γ ) + d˜′ 2
)
. (22)
The quantities |D|, d, ϑ , q and ϑq are real-valued hadronic param-
eters related to the decay amplitudes of B0 → π+π− , B0 → π0π0
and B+ → π+π0 decays, whereas |D ′|, d′ and ϑ ′ are the analogues 
of |D|, d and ϑ for the B0s → K+K− decay. They are deﬁned as
D(′) ≡ Aλ3Ru
(−T(′) − P(′)u + P(′)t), (23)
d(
′)eiϑ
( ′) ≡ 1
Ru
P(
′)c − P( ′)t
T( ′) + P( ′)u − P( ′)t , (24)
qeiϑq ≡ C− P
u + Pt
T+ Pu − Pt , (25)
where T and C represent the contributions from b¯ → u¯W+(→ ud¯)
tree and colour-suppressed tree transitions, Pq represents the con-
tributions from b¯ → d¯g(→ u¯u) or b¯ → d¯g(→ d¯d) penguin transi-
tions (the index q ∈ {u, c, t} indicates the ﬂavour of the internal 
quark in the penguin loop), Ru is one of the sides of the UT
Ru = 1
λ
(
1− λ
2
2
)∣∣∣∣ VubVcb
∣∣∣∣, (26)
and A ≡ 1/λ|Vcb/Vus|. Analogously, T′ represents the contribution 
from b¯ → u¯W+(→ us¯) tree transitions, and P′ q represents the con-
tributions from b¯ → s¯g(→ u¯u) penguin transitions.
3. Experimental status
CP violation both in decay amplitudes and in their interfer-
ence with the B0–B0 mixing amplitude has been seen in B0 →
π+π− decays by the BaBar [20] and Belle [21] experiments, which 
also provided measurements of CP violation in the B+ → π+π0
[22,23] and B0 → π0π0 [20,24] decays. LHCb has recently pub-
lished measurements of CP violation in B0 → π+π− and B0s →
K+K− decays [25]. Measurements of branching fractions for B0 →
π+π− , B+ → π+π0 and B0 → π0π0 decays have been made 
by BaBar [20,22,26] and Belle [23,24]. CDF and LHCb have also 
measured the B0 → π+π− branching fraction, as well as that of 
the B0s → K+K− decay [27,28], using the world average of the 
B0 → K+π− branching fraction for normalization [17]. The cur-
rent experimental knowledge is summarized in Table 1.
The LHCb measurement of CK+K− and SK+K− in Ref. [25] was 
obtained using the constraint
AΓK+K− = −
√
1− (CK+K−)2 − (SK+K−)2 (27)
in the maximum likelihood ﬁt. In the same analysis, the sign of 
AΓK+K− was veriﬁed to be negative, as expected in the SM. A mea-
surement of AΓK+K− has also been made by LHCb via an effective 
lifetime measurement of the B0s → K+K− decay, using the same 
data sample as in Ref. [25], but with different event selection. 
The result is AΓK+K− = −0.87 ± 0.17(stat) ± 0.13(syst) [29]. In the 
analysis presented in this Letter, AΓK+K− is constrained to have a 
negative value.
4. Determination of γ and −2βs from B0 → π+π− and 
B0s → K+K− decays
A method to determine γ and −2βs using CP asymmetries and 
branching fractions of B0 → π+π− and B0s → K+K− decays, ex-
ploiting the approximate U-spin symmetry of strong interactions, 
was proposed in Refs. [10–12]. Typical U-spin breaking corrections 
are expected to be around the 30% level [30,31]. In the limit of 
strict U-spin symmetry, one has d = d′ , ϑ = ϑ ′ and |D| = |D ′|. As 
pointed out in Ref. [10], the equalities d = d′ and ϑ = ϑ ′ do not 
receive U-spin breaking corrections within the factorization ap-
proximation, in contrast with the equality |D| = |D ′|,
∣∣∣∣D
′
D
∣∣∣∣
fact
= f K
f π
f +
B0s K
(m2K )
f +
B0π
(m2π )
m2
B0s
−m2K
m2
B0
−m2π
, (28)
where f K and fπ are the kaon and pion decay constants, and 
f +
B0s K
(m2K ) and f
+
B0π
(m2π ) parameterize hadronic matrix elements. 
These quantities have been determined using QCD sum rules [32], 
yielding∣∣∣∣D
′
D
∣∣∣∣
fact
= 1.41+0.20−0.11.
To take into account non-factorizable U-spin breaking corrections, 
we parameterize the effect of the breaking as
∣∣D ′∣∣=
∣∣∣∣D
′
D
∣∣∣∣
fact
|D|∣∣1+ rDeiϑrD ∣∣, (29)
d′eiϑ ′ = deiϑ 1+ rGe
iϑrG
1+ rDeiϑrD
, (30)
where rD and rG are relative magnitudes, and ϑrD and ϑrG are 
phase shifts caused by the breaking. In the absence of non-
factorizable U-spin breaking, one has rD = 0 and rG = 0.
We perform two distinct analyses, to determine either γ or 
−2βs . They are referred to as analyses A and B, respectively. To 
improve the precision on the determination of γ , in analysis A the 
value of −2βs is constrained as
−2βs = −2λ2η¯
[
1+ λ2(1− ρ¯)], (31)
which is valid in the SM up to terms of order λ4. The parameters 
ρ¯ and η¯ determine the apex of the UT, and are deﬁned as ρ¯ + iη¯ ≡
−(VudV ∗ub)/(VcdV ∗cb). Since ρ¯ and η¯ can be written as functions of 
β and γ as
ρ¯ = sinβ cosγ
sin(β + γ ) , η¯ =
sinβ sinγ
sin(β + γ ) , (32)
we can express −2βs in terms of β and γ . To determine −2βs in 
analysis B, the world average value of γ from tree-level decays, 
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Current knowledge of CP violation parameters and CP-averaged branching fractions of B0 → π+π− , B0 → π0π0, B+ → π+π0 and B0s → K+K− decays from BaBar, Belle, 
CDF and LHCb. The parameter ρ(X, Y ) is the statistical correlation between X and Y . The ﬁrst uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic.
Quantity BaBar Belle CDF LHCb
Cπ+π− −0.25±0.08±0.02 −0.33± 0.06± 0.03 – −0.38±0.15±0.02
Sπ+π− −0.68±0.10±0.03 −0.64± 0.08± 0.03 – −0.71±0.13±0.02
ρ(Cπ+π− , Sπ+π− ) −0.06 −0.10 – 0.38
Bπ+π− × 106 5.5± 0.4± 0.3 5.04± 0.21± 0.18 5.02±0.33±0.35 5.08±0.17±0.37
CK+K− – – – 0.14±0.11±0.03
SK+K− – – – 0.30±0.12±0.04
ρ(CK+K− , SK+K− ) – – – 0.02
BK+K− × 106 – 38+10−9 ± 7 25.8± 2.2± 1.7 23.0± 0.7± 2.3
Aπ+π0 −0.03±0.08±0.01 −0.025± 0.043± 0.007 – –
Bπ+π0 × 106 5.02±0.46±0.29 5.86± 0.26± 0.38 – –
Cπ0π0 −0.43±0.26±0.05 −0.44+0.53−0.52 ± 0.17 – –
Bπ0π0 × 106 1.83±0.21±0.13 2.3+0.4+0.2−0.5−0.3 – –Table 2
Experimental inputs used for the determination of γ and −2βs from B0 → π+π−
and B0s → K+K− decays using U-spin symmetry. The parameter ρ(X, Y ) is the sta-
tistical correlation between X and Y . For Cπ+π− and Sπ+π− we perform our own 
weighted average of BaBar, Belle and LHCb results, accounting for correlations.
Quantity Value Source
Cπ+π− −0.30± 0.05 This Letter
Sπ+π− −0.66± 0.06 This Letter
ρ(Cπ+π− , Sπ+π− ) −0.007 This Letter
CK+K− 0.14± 0.11 LHCb [25]
SK+K− 0.30± 0.13 LHCb [25]
ρ(CK+K− , SK+K− ) 0.02 LHCb [25]
Bπ+π− × 106 5.10± 0.19 HFAG [17]
BK+K− × 106 24.5± 1.8 HFAG [17]
sin2β 0.682± 0.019 HFAG [17]
γ (analysis B only) (70.1± 7.1)◦ UTﬁt [8]
λ 0.2253± 0.0007 PDG [33]
mB0 [MeV/c2] 5279.55± 0.26 PDG [33]
mB0s [MeV/c2] 5366.7± 0.4 PDG [33]
mπ+ [MeV/c2] 139.57018± 0.00035 PDG [33]
mK+ [MeV/c2] 493.677± 0.013 PDG [33]
τB0 [ps] 1.519± 0.007 HFAG [17]
τB0s [ps] 1.516± 0.011 HFAG [17]
Γs/Γs 0.160± 0.020 LHCb [16]
τ (B0s → K+K−) [ps] 1.452± 0.042 LHCb [17,34,35]
Table 3
Ranges of ﬂat priors used for the determination of γ and −2βs from 
B0 → π+π− and B0s → K+K− decays using U-spin symmetry.
Quantity Prior range
d [0,20]
ϑ [−180◦,180◦]
rD [0, κ]
ϑrD [−180◦,180◦]
rG [0, κ]
ϑrG [−180◦,180◦]
γ (analysis A only) [−180◦,180◦]
−2βs [rad] (analysis B only) [−π,π ]
γ = (70.1 ± 7.1)◦ [8], is used as an input, and −2βs is left as a 
free parameter.
The inputs to the analyses are the measured values of Cπ+π− , 
Sπ+π− , CK+K− , SK+K− , Bπ+π− and BK+K− . The corresponding 
constraints are given in Eqs. (12), (13), (16), (17), (18) and (21). 
In addition, the value of AΓK+K− is ﬁxed to be negative. A sum-
mary of the experimental inputs is given in Table 2.
In both analyses, ﬂat prior probability distributions, hereinafter 
referred to as priors, on d, ϑ , rD , ϑrD , rG , ϑrG and, where ap-
propriate, on γ and −2βs are used. In particular, we allow the 
U-spin breaking phases ϑrD and ϑrG to be completely undeter-
mined, using ﬂat priors between −180◦ and 180◦ . Concerning the 
parameters rD and rG , we adopt uniform priors between 0 and κ , 
where κ represents the maximum magnitude of non-factorizable 
U-spin breaking allowed. The ranges of the ﬂat priors are sum-
marized in Table 3. We study the sensitivity on γ and −2βs as a 
function of κ , ranging from 0 to 1, meaning from 0% up to 100%
non-factorizable U-spin breaking. For all experimental inputs we 
use Gaussian PDFs. The values of |D ′|, d′ and ϑ ′ are determined 
using Eqs. (29) and (30).
The dependences on κ of the 68% and 95% posterior probability 
intervals for γ and −2βs are shown in Fig. 1. When the allowed 
amount of U-spin breaking becomes large enough, the PDF for γ
is poorly constrained. In particular, it can be noted that for values 
of κ exceeding 0.6 the sensitivity on γ reduces signiﬁcantly as a 
function of increasing κ . This fast transition is related to the non-
linearity of the constraint equations. For −2βs the dependence of 
the sensitivity on κ is mild, but for values of κ exceeding 0.6 a 
slight shift of the distribution towards more negative values is ob-
served.
In Fig. 2 we show the PDFs for γ obtained from analysis A and 
for −2βs obtained from analysis B, corresponding to κ = 0.5. The 
numerical results from both analyses are reported in Table 4. The 
68% probability interval for γ is [56◦, 70◦], and that for −2βs is 
[−0.28, 0.02]rad.
5. Inclusion of physics observables from B0 → π0π0 and 
B+ → π+π0 decays
A method to determine the angle α of the UT using CP asym-
metries and branching fractions of B0 → π+π− , B0 → π0π0 and 
B+ → π+π0 decays was proposed in Ref. [14]. This method relies 
on the isospin symmetry of strong interactions and on the assump-
tion of negligible contributions from electroweak penguin ampli-
tudes. Isospin breaking and electroweak penguin contributions are 
known to be small, and their impact on the determination of the 
weak phase is at the level of 1◦ [36–39]. In Ref. [13] it was sug-
gested to combine the isospin-based technique of Ref. [14] with 
that of Ref. [10] based on U-spin. Here we extend the study pre-
sented in Section 4 by including the experimental information on 
B0 → π0π0 and B+ → π+π0 decays, i.e. using also the observ-
ables Cπ0π0 , Bπ0π0 and Bπ+π0 . The corresponding constraints are 
given in Eqs. (14), (19) and (20).
In complete analogy with the study presented in Section 4, we 
perform two distinct analyses, to determine either γ or −2βs . 
They are referred to as analyses C and D, respectively. In analy-
sis C, the value of −2βs is constrained as a function of β and γ , 
and γ is determined, whereas in analysis D, the world average 
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A and (b) −2βs from analysis B.
Fig. 2. Distributions of (a) γ from analysis A and (b) −2βs from analysis B, corresponding to κ = 0.5. The hatched areas correspond to 68% probability intervals, whereas the 
ﬁlled areas correspond to 95% probability intervals.
Table 4
Results obtained from analyses A and B with κ = 0.5. The results are given modulo 180◦ for ϑ , ϑ ′ and γ .
Quantity Analysis A Analysis B
68% prob. 95% prob. 68% prob. 95% prob.
d [0.32,0.53] [0.25,0.78] [0.36,0.58] [0.29,0.75]
ϑ [136◦,157◦] [119◦,165◦] [141◦,157◦] [129◦,163◦]
d′ [0.33,0.50] [0.28,0.65] [0.34,0.52] [0.28,0.69]
ϑ ′ [132◦,160◦] [114◦,176◦] [132◦,160◦] [117◦,175◦]
|D| [MeV 12 ps− 12 ] [0.102,0.114] [0.094,0.121] [0.101,0.112] [0.095,0.117]
|D ′| [MeV 12 ps− 12 ] [0.130,0.195] [0.097,0.231] [0.122,0.188] [0.090,0.224]
γ [56◦,70◦] [49◦,82◦] – –
−2βs [rad] – – [−0.28,0.02] [−0.44,0.17]value of γ from tree-level decays is used as an input and −2βs
is determined. A summary of the experimental inputs is given in 
Table 5.
In both analyses, ﬂat priors on d, ϑ , q, ϑq , rD , ϑrD , rG , ϑrG and, 
where appropriate, on γ and −2βs are used. The ranges of the ﬂat 
priors are summarized in Table 6. For all experimental inputs we 
use Gaussian PDFs. The values of |D ′|, d′ and ϑ ′ are again deter-
mined using Eqs. (29) and (30).
The dependences on κ of the 68% and 95% probability inter-
vals for γ and −2βs are shown in Fig. 3. Again, when the amount 
of U-spin breaking exceeds 60%, additional maxima appear in the 
posterior PDF for γ . By contrast, for −2βs , the dependence of the 
sensitivity on κ is very weak. In Fig. 4 we show the PDFs for γ
obtained from analysis C and for −2βs obtained from analysis D, 
corresponding to κ = 0.5. The numerical results from both analy-
ses are reported in Table 7. The 68% probability interval for γ is 
[57◦, 71◦], and that for −2βs is [−0.28, 0.02] rad.
It is worth emphasizing that, although this study is similar to 
that presented in Ref. [13], there are two relevant differences, in 
addition to the use of updated experimental inputs. First, the up-
per limits of the priors on d and q are chosen to be much larger, 
to include all nonzero likelihood regions and to remove any siz-
able dependence of the results on the choice of the priors. In 
particular, this leads to a bigger impact of U-spin breaking effects 
at very large κ values. Second, the adopted parameterization of 
non-factorizable U-spin breaking is slightly different, in order to 
propagate equally the effects of the breaking on every topology 
contributing to the total decay amplitudes.
6. Results and conclusions
Using the latest LHCb measurements of time-dependent CP vi-
olation in the B0s → K+K− decay, and following the approaches 
outlined in Refs. [10,13], the angle γ of the unitarity triangle and 
the B0s mixing phase −2βs have been determined. The approach 
of Ref. [10] relies on the use of the U-spin symmetry of strong 
interactions relating B0s → K+K− with B0 → π+π− decay ampli-
tudes, whereas that of Ref. [13] relies on both isospin and U-spin
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symmetries by combining the methods proposed in Refs. [10]
and [14], i.e. considering also the information from B0 → π0π0
and B+ → π+π0 decays. To follow the latter approach, measure-
Table 5
Experimental inputs used for the determination of γ and −2βs from B0 → π+π− , 
B0 → π0π0, B+ → π+π0 and B0s → K+K− decays, using isospin and U-spin sym-
metries. The parameter ρ(X, Y ) is the statistical correlation between X and Y . For 
Cπ+π− and Sπ+π− we perform our own weighted average of BaBar, Belle and LHCb 
results, accounting for correlations.
Quantity Value Source
Cπ+π− −0.30± 0.05 This Letter
Sπ+π− −0.66± 0.06 This Letter
ρ(Cπ+π− , Sπ+π− ) −0.007 This Letter
Cπ0π0 −0.43± 0.24 HFAG [17]
CK+K− 0.14± 0.11 LHCb [25]
SK+K− 0.30± 0.13 LHCb [25]
ρ(CK+K− , SK+K− ) 0.02 LHCb [25]
Bπ+π− × 106 5.10± 0.19 HFAG [17]
Bπ+π0 × 106 5.48± 0.35 HFAG [17]
Bπ0π0 × 106 1.91± 0.23 HFAG [17]
BK+K− × 106 24.5± 1.8 HFAG [17]
sin2β 0.682± 0.019 HFAG [17]
γ (analysis D only) (70.1± 7.1)◦ UTﬁt [8]
λ 0.2253± 0.0007 PDG [33]
mB0 [MeV/c2] 5279.55± 0.26 PDG [33]
mB+ [MeV/c2] 5279.25± 0.26 PDG [33]
mB0s [MeV/c2] 5366.7± 0.4 PDG [33]
mπ+ [MeV/c2] 139.57018± 0.00035 PDG [33]
mπ0 [MeV/c2] 134.9766± 0.0006 PDG [33]
mK+ [MeV/c2] 493.677± 0.013 PDG [33]
τB0 [ps] 1.519± 0.007 HFAG [17]
τB+ [ps] 1.641± 0.008 HFAG [17]
τB0s [ps] 1.516± 0.011 HFAG [17]
Γs/Γs 0.160± 0.020 LHCb [16]
τ (B0s → K+K−) [ps] 1.452± 0.042 LHCb [17,34,35]
ments solely coming from other experiments have been included 
in the analysis.
We have studied the impact of large non-factorizable U-spin 
breaking corrections on the determination of γ and −2βs . The rel-
evant results in terms of 68% and 95% probability intervals, which 
include uncertainties due to non-factorizable U-spin breaking ef-
fects up to 50%, are summarized in Fig. 5. Typical U-spin break-
ing effects, including factorizable contributions, are expected to be 
much smaller, around the 30% level [30,31].
With up to 50% non-factorizable U-spin breaking, the approach 
of Ref. [13] gives marginal improvements in precision with respect 
to that of Ref. [10]. The former approach gives considerably more 
robust results for larger U-spin breaking values. Following the ap-
proach of Ref. [13] and taking the most probable value as central 
value, at 68% probability we obtain
γ = (63.5+7.2−6.7)◦,
Table 6
Ranges of ﬂat priors used for the determination of γ and −2βs from 
B0 → π+π− , B0 → π0π0, B+ → π+π0 and B0s → K+K− decays, 
using isospin and U-spin symmetries.
Quantity Prior range
d [0,20]
ϑ [−180◦,180◦]
q [0,20]
ϑq [−180◦,180◦]
rD [0, κ]
ϑrD [−180◦,180◦]
rG [0, κ]
ϑrG [−180◦,180◦]
γ (analysis C only) [−180◦,180◦]
−2βs [rad] (analysis D only) [−π,π ]Fig. 3. Dependences of the 68% (hatched areas) and 95% (ﬁlled areas) probability intervals on the allowed amount of non-factorizable U-spin breaking, for (a) γ from analysis 
C and (b) −2βs from analysis D.
Fig. 4. Distributions of (a) γ from analysis C and (b) −2βs from analysis D, corresponding to κ = 0.5. The hatched areas correspond to 68% probability intervals, whereas the 
ﬁlled areas correspond to 95% probability intervals.
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Results obtained from analyses C and D with κ = 0.5. The results are given modulo 180◦ for ϑ , ϑ ′ and γ .
Quantity Analysis C Analysis D
68% prob. 95% prob. 68% prob. 95% prob.
d [0.33,0.57] [0.28,0.79] [0.37,0.59] [0.31,0.77]
ϑ [139◦,157◦] [125◦,164◦] [142◦,157◦] [132◦,163◦]
d′ [0.34,0.50] [0.28,0.65] [0.34,0.52] [0.29,0.70]
ϑ ′ [132◦,160◦] [119◦,176◦] [133◦,160◦] [119◦,176◦]
q [1.04,1.21] [0.94,1.30] [1.04,1.21] [0.95,1.30]
ϑq [−82◦,−58◦] [−88◦,−35◦] [−78◦,−57◦] [−85◦,38◦]
|D| [MeV 12 ps− 12 ] [0.101,0.113] [0.094,0.118] [0.100,0.111] [0.094,0.116]
|D ′| [MeV 12 ps− 12 ] [0.129,0.193] [0.097,0.228] [0.122,0.187] [0.089,0.221]
γ [57◦,71◦] [52◦,82◦] – –
−2βs [rad] – – [−0.28,0.02] [−0.44,0.17]Fig. 5. Results for (top) γ and (bottom) −2βs with 50% (κ = 0.5) non-factorizable 
U-spin breaking. As a comparison, other reference values are also reported. The 
most likely values are indicated by the vertical lines insides the boxes. The boxes 
and the error bars delimit the 68% and 95% probability intervals, respectively.
and, in an alternative analysis,
−2βs = −0.12+0.14−0.16 rad.
These results have been veriﬁed to be robust with respect to the 
choice of the priors and of the parameterization of non-factorizable 
U-spin breaking contributions. The value of γ shows no signiﬁcant 
deviation from the averages of γ from tree-level decays provided 
by the UTﬁt Collaboration and the CKMﬁtter group that quote γ =
(70.1 ± 7.1)◦ and γ = (68.0+8.0−8.5)◦ , respectively [8,9]. Analogously, 
the value of −2βs is compatible with the LHCb result from b → cc¯s
transitions, φs = 0.01 ± 0.07 (stat) ± 0.01 (syst) rad [16], obtained 
using a data sample of pp collisions corresponding to an integrated 
luminosity of 1.0 fb−1.
In summary, the value of γ from charmless two-body decays 
of beauty mesons is found to be compatible and competitive with 
that from tree-level decays. However, since the impact of U-spin 
breaking corrections is signiﬁcant, further improvements in the 
measurement of γ are primarily limited by theoretical understand-
ing of U-spin breaking. By contrast, the impact of U-spin breaking 
effects on the value of −2βs is small, and signiﬁcant improve-
ments are anticipated with the advent of larger samples of data. It 
is worth emphasizing that the information on −2βs comes solely 
from the measurement of CP violation in the B0s → K+K− de-
cay [25], also based on a data sample of pp collisions correspond-
ing to an integrated luminosity of 1.0 fb−1. At present, the overall 
uncertainty on −2βs , which also includes theoretical uncertainties, 
is only two times larger than that obtained using b → cc¯s transi-
tions, as reported above.
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